Genotype-by-environment interaction (GEI) is a fundamental component in understanding 24 complex trait variation. However, it remains challenging to identify genetic variants with GEI 25 effects in humans largely because of the small effect sizes and the difficulty of monitoring 26 environmental fluctuations. Here, we demonstrate that GEI can be inferred from genetic 27 variants associated with phenotypic variability in a large sample without the need of measuring 28 environmental factors. We performed a genome-wide variance quantitative trait locus (vQTL) 29 analysis of ~5.6 million variants on 348,501 unrelated individuals of European ancestry for 13 30 quantitative traits in the UK Biobank, and identified 75 significant vQTLs with P<2.0´10 -9 for 9 31 traits, especially for those related to obesity. Direct GEI analysis with five environmental factors 32 showed that the vQTLs were strongly enriched with GEI effects. Our results indicate pervasive 33 GEI effects for obesity-related traits and demonstrate the detection of GEI without 34 environmental data.
Introduction

36
Most human traits are complex because they are affected by many genetic and environmental 37 factors as well as potential interactions between them 1,2 . Despite the long history of effort 3-5 , 38 there has been limited success in identifying genotype-by-environment interaction (GEI) effects 5 identified 3,803 QTLs at an experiment-wise significance level (i.e., PQTL < 2.0´10 -9 ) for the 13 144 traits in total, a much larger number than that of the vQTLs (Table 1 and Figure 5 ). Among the 145 75 vQTLs, the top vQTL SNPs at 9 loci did not pass the experiment-wise significance level in the 146 QTL analysis ( Supplementary Table 2 ). For example, the CCDC92 locus showed a significant 147 vQTL effect but no significant QTL effect on WC ( Supplementary Table 2 and Figure 6a ), 148 whereas the FTO locus showed both significant QTL and vQTL effects on WC (Figure 6b ). For the 149 66 vQTLs with both QTL and QTL effects, the vQTL effects were all in the same directions as the 150 QTL effects, meaning that for any of these SNPs the genotype group with larger phenotypic 151 mean also tends to have larger phenotypic variance than the other groups. For the 9 loci with 152 vQTL effects only, it is equivalent to a scenario where a QTL has a GEI effect with no (or a and Supplementary Table 3 ). We observed 16 vQTLs showing a significant GEI effect with at 163 least one of five environmental factors after correcting for multiple tests (p < 1.3´10 -4 = 164 0.05/(75*5); Figure 7a and Supplementary Table 4 ).
166
To test whether the GEI effects are enriched among vQTLs in comparison with the same number 167 of QTLs, we performed GEI test for 75 top GWAS SNPs randomly selected from all the QTLs and 168 repeated the analysis 1000 times. Of the 75 top SNPs with QTL effects, the number of SNPs with 169 significant GEI effects was 1.39 averaged from the 1000 repeated samplings with a SD of 1.15 170 ( Figure 7b ), significantly lower the number (16) observed for the vQTLs (the difference is larger 171 than 12 SDs, equivalent to p = 6.6´10 -37 ). This result shows that SNPs with vQTL effects are 172 much more enriched with GEI effects compared to those with QTL effects. To exclude the 173 possibility that the GEI signals were driven by phenotype processing (e.g., the adjustment of 174 phenotype for sex and age), we repeated the GEI analyses using raw phenotype data without 175 covariates adjustment; the results remain largely unchanged (Supplementary Figure 5 ).
177
Discussion
6
In this study, we leveraged the genetic effects associated with phenotypic variability to infer 179 GEI. We calibrated the most commonly used vQTL methods by simulation. We found that the 180 FPR of the Levene's test was well-calibrated across all simulation scenarios whereas the other 181 methods showed an inflated FPR if the phenotype distribution was skewed or heavy-tailed 182 under the null hypothesis (i.e., no vQTL effect), despite that the Levene's test appeared to be less 183 powerful than the other methods under the alternative hypothesis in particular when the per- 
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We identified 75 genetic variants with vQTL effects for 9 quantitative traits in the UKB at a 201 stringent significance level and observed strong enrichment of GEI effects among the genetic 202 variants with vQTL effects compared to those with QTL effects. There are several vQTLs for 203 which the GEI effect has been reported in previous studies. The first example is the interaction 204 effect of the CHRNA5-A3-B4 locus (rs56077333) with smoking lung function (as measured by 205 FFR ratio, i.e., FEV1/FVC), PvQTL = 1.1´10 -14 and PGEI(smoking) = 4.6´10 -25 (Supplementary Table 2 206 and 4). The CHRNA5-A3-B4 gene cluster is known to be associated with smoking and nicotine 207 dependence 34-36 . However, results from recent GWAS studies 37-39 do not support the association 208 of this locus with lung function. We hypothesize that the effect of the CHRNA5-A3-B4 locus on 209 lung function depends on smoking 40 (Supplementary Table 5 ). The vQTL signal at this locus 210 remained (PvQTL = 5.2´10 -12 ) after adjusting the phenotype for array effect, which was reported 211 to affect the QTL association signal at this locus 18 . The second example is the interaction of the 212 WNT16-CPED1 locus with age for BMD (rs10254825: PvQTL = 2.0´10 -45 and PGEI(age) = 1.2´10 -7 ).
213
The WNT16-CPED1 locus is one of the strongest BMD-associated loci identified from GWAS 41,42 .
7
We observed a genotype-by-age interaction effect at this locus for BMD ( Supplementary Table   215 6), in line with the results from previous studies that the effect of the top SNP at WNT16-CPED1 216 on BMD in humans 43 and the knock-out effect of Wnt16 on bone mass in mice 44 are age-217 dependent. The third example is the interaction of the FTO locus with physical activity and 218 sedentary behaviour for obesity-related traits (PvQTL < 1´10 -10 for BMI, WC, HC, BFP and BMR; 219 PGEI(PA) = 1.3´10 -10 for BMI, 1.4´10 -7 for WC, 5.3´10 -7 for HC and 2.6´10 -7 for BMR). The FTO 220 locus was one of the first loci identified by the GWAS of obesity-related traits 45 although 221 subsequent studies 46, 47 show that IRX3 and IRX5 (rather than FTO) are the functional genes 2.69 (corresponding to a p-value of 6.8´10 -2 ; Supplementary Figure 8 ). This explains why there 245 were thousands of genome-wide significant QTLs but no significant vQTL for height (Table 1 246 and Figure 3 ). This result also suggests that the vQTLs detected in this study are very unlikely to 247 be phantom vQTLs because the estimated variance explained by their QTL effects were all 248 smaller than 0.005 except for rs10254825 at the WNT16 locus on BMD (q 2 = 0.014)
249
( Supplementary Figure 9 ). However, our numerical calculation also indicated that for a QTL 250 8 with MAF > 0.3 and q 2 < 0.02, the largest possible phantom vQTL F-statistic was smaller than 251 5.64 (corresponding to a p-value of 3.6´10 -3 ), suggesting rs10254825 is also unlikely to be a 252 phantom vQTL. Note that we used the variance explained estimated at the top GWAS SNP to 253 approximate q 2 of the causal QTL so that q 2 was likely to be underestimated because of 254 imperfect tagging. However, considering the extremely high imputation accuracy for common 255 variants 52 , the strong LD between the causal QTLs and the GWAS top SNPs observed in a 256 previous simulation study based on whole-genome-sequence data 31 , and the overestimation of 257 variance explained by the GWAS top SNPs because of winner's curse, the underestimation in 258 causal QTL q 2 is likely to be small. In addition, we re-ran the vQTL analysis with the phenotype 259 adjusted for the top GWAS variants within 10Mb distance of the top vQTL SNP; the vQTL signals 260 after this adjustment were highly concordant with those without adjustment (Supplementary 261 Figure 10 ). We further showed that there was no evidence for epistatic interactions between the 262 top vQTL SNPs and any other SNP in more than 10 Mb distance or on a different chromosome 263 ( Supplementary Figure 11 ).
265
In conclusion, we systematically quantified the FPR and the power of four commonly used vQTL 266 methods by extensive simulations and demonstrated the robustness of the Levene's test. We 267 also showed that in the presence of QTL effects the Levene's test statistic could be inflated if the 268 phenotype was transformed by logarithm transformation or RINT. We implemented the 269 Levene's test as part of the OSCA software package 53 (URLs) for efficient genome-wide vQTL 270 analysis, and applied OSCA-vQTL to 13 quantitative traits in the UKB and identified 75 vQTL (at 271 40 independent loci) associated with 9 traits, 9 of which did not show a significant QTL effect.
272
As a proof-of-principle, we performed GEI analyses in the UKB with 5 environmental factors, 273 and demonstrated the enrichment of GEI effects among the detected vQTLs. We further derived 274 the theory to compute the expected "phantom vQTL" test-statistic due to untagged causal QTL 275 effect, and showed by numerical calculation that our observed vQTLs were very unlikely to be 276 driven by imperfectly tagged QTL effects. Our theory is also consistent with the observation of 277 pervasive phantom vQTLs for molecular traits with large-effect QTLs (e.g., DNA methylation 51 ).
278
However, the conclusions from this study may be only applicable to quantitative traits of 279 polygenic architecture. We caution vQTL analysis for binary or categorical traits, or molecular 280 traits (e.g., gene expression or DNA methylation), for which the methods need further 
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where is a simulated phenotype; or 8 is a standardized SNP genotype, i.e., = ( − 292 2 )/@2 (1 − ) with being the genotype indicator variable coded as 0, 1 or 2, generated from 293 binomial(2, f) and f being the MAF generated from uniform(0.01, 0.5); cj is a standardized 294 covariate with c1 (sex) generated from binomial(1, 0.5) and c2 (age) generated from uniform(20, 295 60); e is an error term normally distributed with mean 0 and variance -. . To simulate the error 296 term with different levels of skewness and kurtosis, we generated from five different 
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We selected 13 quantitative traits for our analysis ( Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary 331 Figure 2 ). The raw phenotype values were adjusted for age and the first 10 PCs in each gender 332 group. We excluded from the analysis phenotype values that were more than 5 SD from the 333 mean. The phenotypes were then standardized to z-scores with mean 0 and variance 1. 
347
The experiment-wise significance level was set to 2.0´10 -9 , which is the genome-wide 348 significance level (i.e. 1´10 -8 ) 31,32 divided by the effective number of independent traits (i.e. 5.03 349 for 13 traits). The effective number of independent traits was estimated based on the 350 phenotypic correlation matrix 58 (Supplementary Note 3) . To determine the number of independent vQTLs, we performed an LD clumping analysis for each trait using PLINK2 55 (--352 clump option with parameters --clump-p1 2.0e-9 --clump-p2 2.0e-9 --clump-r2 0.01 and --353 clump-kb 5000). To visualize the results, we generated the Manhattan and regional association 354 plots using ggplot2 package in R.
356
GWAS analysis
357
The GWAS (or genome-wide QTL) analysis was conducted using PLINK2 55 (--assoc option) using 358 the same data as used in the vQTL analysis (note that the phenotype had been pre-adjusted for 359 covariates and PCs). The other analyses, including LD clumping, and visualization, were 360 performed using the same pipelines as those for genome-wide vQTL analysis described above. 
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where y is phenotype, is the mean term, % is mean-centred SNP genotype indicator, Q is 377 mean-centred environmental factor, and %Q = % Q . We used a standard ANOVA analysis to 378 test for %Q and applied a stringent Bonferroni-corrected threshold 1.33´10 -4 (i.e. 0.05/(75´5)) 379 to claim a significant GEI effect. of the 13 traits (see Table 1 for full names of the traits), test statistics (-log10(PvQTL)) of all 577 common (MAF³0.05) SNPs from the vQTL analysis are plotted against their physical positions.
578
The dash line represents the genome-wide significance level 1.0´10 -8 and the solid line 
